Abstract. This paper is devoted to investigate the singular directions of meromorphic functions in some angular domains. We will confirm the existence of Hayman T directions in some angular domains. This is a continuous work of Yang [Yang L., Borel directions of meromorphic functions in an angular domain,
Introduction and Main Results
Let f (z) be a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane. We will use the standard notation of the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions, such as T (r, f ), N(r, f ), m(r, f ), δ(a, f ). For the detail, see [7] . The order and lower order of it are defined as follows λ(f ) = lim sup r→∞ log T (r, f ) log r and µ(f ) = lim inf r→∞ log T (r, f ) log r .
In view of the second fundamental theorem of Nevanlinna, Zheng [11] introduced a new singular direction, which is named T direction. where n(t, Ω, f = a) is the number of the roots of f (z) = a in Ω ∩ {1 < |z| < t}, counted according to multiplicity. And through out this paper, we denote Z ε (θ) = {z : θ − ε < arg z < θ + ε} and Ω(α, β) = {z : α < arg z < β}. The reason about the name is that we use the Nevanlinna's characteristic T (r, f ) as comparison body. Under the growth condition
Guo, Zheng and Ng [2] confirmed the existence of this type direction and they pointed out the growth condition (1.1) is sharp. Later, Zhang [9] showed that T directions are different from Borel directions whose definition can be found in [3] . In 1979, Yang [8] showed the following theorem, which says that the condition for an angular domain to contain at least one Borel direction. Theorem A. Let f (z) be a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane, with µ < ∞, 0 < λ ≤ ∞. Let ρ be a finite number such that λ ≥ ρ ≥ µ and
f (z) has a Borel direction with order ≥ ρ. Recently, Zheng [10] discussed the problem of T directions of a meromorphic function in one angular domain by proving. Theorem B. Let f (z) be a transcendental meromorphic function with finite lower order µ and non-zero order λ and f has a Nevanlinna deficient value a ∈ C with δ = δ(a, f ) > 0. For any positive and finite τ with µ ≤ τ ≤ λ, consider the angular domain Ω(α, β) with
Then f (z) has a T direction in Ω = Ω(α, β). Following Yang [8] and Zheng [10] , we will continue the discussion of singular directions of f (z) in some angular domains. The following three questions will be mainly investigated in this paper. Question 1.1. Can we extend Theorem B to some angular domains
where the q pair of real numbers {α j , β j } satisfy
According to the Hayman inequality (see [3] ) on the estimation of T (r, f ) in terms of only two integrated counting functions for the roots of f (z) = a and f (k) (z) = b with b = 0, Guo, Zheng and Ng proposed in [2] a singular direction named Hayman T direction as follows. 
Recently, Zheng and the first author [12] confirmed the existence of Hayman T direction under the condition that
In the same paper, the authors pointed out the Hayman T direction is different from the T direction and they gave an example to show the growth condition (1.3) is sharp. Can we discuss the problem in some angular domains in the viewpoint of Question 1.1-1.3 ? Though out this paper, we define
Now, we state our theorems as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let f (z) be a transcendental meromorphic function with finite lower order µ < ∞, 0 < λ ≤ ∞. There is an integer p ≥ 0, such that f (p) has a Nevanlinna deficient value a ∈ C with δ(a, f (p) ) > 0. For q pairs of real numbers satisfies (1.2). f has at least one Hayman T direction in X if
where µ ≤ σ ≤ λ, and ω < σ.
For q pair of real numbers {α j , β j } satisfying (1.2) and
where µ ≤ σ ≤ λ. If ω < σ, then f has at least one Hayman T direction in X.
We will only prove Theorem 1.2, and Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 1.2.
Primary knowledge and some lemmas
In order to prove the theorems, we give some lemmas. The following result is from [11] .
Lemma 2.1. Let f (z) be a transcendental meromorphic function with lower order µ < ∞ and order 0 < λ ≤ ∞, then for any positive number µ ≤ σ ≤ λ and a set E with finite measure, there exist a sequence {r n }, such that (1) r n / ∈ E, lim n→∞ rn n = ∞;
We recall that {r n } is called the Pólya peaks of order σ outside E. Given a positive function Λ(r) satisfying lim r→∞ Λ(r) = 0. For r > 0 and a ∈ C, define
and
The following result is called the generalized spread relation, and Wang in [6] proved this.
Lemma 2.2. Let f (z) be transcendental and meromorphic in C with the finite lower order µ < ∞ and the positive order 0 < λ ≤ ∞ and has l ≥ 1 distinct deficient values a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a l . Then for any sequence of Pólya peaks {r n } of order σ > 0, µ ≤ σ ≤ λ and any positive function Λ(r) → 0 as r → +∞, we have
From [8] , we know that for a = b are two deficient values of f , then we have
Nevanlinna theory on the angular domain plays an important role in this paper. Let us recall the following terms:
where ω = π β−α , and b n = |b n |e iθn is a pole of f (z) in the angular domain Ω(α, β), appeared according to the multiplicities. The Nevanlinna's angular characteristic is defined as follows:
From the definition of B α,β (r, f ), we have the following inequality, which will be used in the next.
The following is the Nevanlinna first and second fundamental theorem on the angular domains.
Lemma 2.3. Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function on the angular domain Ω(α, β). Then for any complex number a,
and for any q(≥ 3) distinct points a j ∈ C (j = 1, 2, . . . , q),
where
The key point is the estimation of error term Q α,β (r, f ), which can be obtained for our purpose of this paper as follows. And the following is true(see [1] ). Write
Q(r, f ) = O(log r + log T (r, f )) as r → ∞ and r / ∈ E when λ(f ) = ∞, where E is a set with finite linear measure.
The following result is useful for our study, the proof of which is similar to the case of the characteristic function T (r, f ) and T (r, f (k) ) on the whole complex plane. For the completeness, we give out the proof. Lemma 2.4. Let f (z) be a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane. Then for any angular domain Ω(α, β), we have
possibly outside a set of r with finite measure.
Proof. In view of the definition of S α,β (r, f ) and Lemma 2.3, we get the following
Recall the definition of Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic in an angle (see [5] ). Let f (z) be a meromorphic function on an angle Ω = {z : α ≤ arg z ≤ β}. Set Ω(r) = Ω ∩ {z : 1 < |z| < r}. Define
The following lemma is a theorem in [12] , which is to controll the term T (r, Ω ε ) using the counting functions N(r, Ω, f = a) and N(r, Ω, f (k) = b).
Lemma 2.5. Let f (z) be meromorphic in an angle Ω = {z : α ≤ arg z ≤ β}. Then for any small ε > 0, any positive integer k and any two complex numbers a and b = 0, we have
for a positive constant K depending only on k, where Ω ε = {z : α + ε < arg z < β − ε}.
In order to prove our theorem, we have to use the following lemma, which is a consequent result of Theorem 3.1.6 in [10] . 
for r n ≤ r < r n+1 .
Proof. We should treat two cases. Case (I). If there is no Hayman T direction on Ω, then from Lemma 2.5, we have
Combining Lemma 2.1 and σ > ω, we have
Since {r n } is a sequence of Pólya peaks of order σ, then we have
Then Ω must contain a Hayman T direction of f (z). This is contradict to the hypothesis. From Case (I) and Case (II) and notice that r ω n [log r n + log T (r n , f )]/T (r n , f ) → 0, (n → ∞), we have proved that lim sup r→∞ Λ(r) = 0.
The following result was firstly established by Zheng [10] (Theorem 2.4.7), it is crucial for our study.
We also have to use the following lemma, which is due to Hayman and Miles [4] .
Lemma 2.8. Let f (z) be meromorphic in the complex plane. Then for a given
3. Proof of theorem 1.2
From the inequality (1.5), we can take a real number ε > 0 such that
Then there exists a sequence of Pólya peaks {r n } of order σ + 2ε of f (p) such that {r n } are not in the set of Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.8.
We define q real functions Λ j (r)(j = 1, 2, · · · , q) as follows.
for r n ≤ r < r n+1 , ω j = π β j −α j . By using Lemma 2.5, we have Λ j (r) → 0, as r → ∞, if f (z) has no Hayman T directions on X. Set Λ(r) = max 1≤j≤q {Λ j (r)}, we have lim r→∞ Λ(r) = 0. Therefore for large enough n, by Lemma 2.2 we have
We note that σ + 2ε > 1/2, we suppose for any n (3.2) holds. Set
Combining (3.1) with (3.2), we obtain
It is easy to see that, there exists a j 0 such that for infinitely many n, we have
We can assume that the above holds for all the n. Set E nj = D(r n , a j ) (α j 0 + 2ε, β j 0 − 2ε). Thus we have l j=1 β j 0 −2ε
3)
The last inequality uses Lemma 2.8.
On the other hand, we have A contradiction is derived because Λ(r n ) → 0 as n → ∞. Case (II). λ(f ) = µ. By the same argument as in Case1 with all the σ + 2ε replaced by σ = µ, we can derive the same contradiction.
